TodosLive! ←→ Todos_onLine!
Quick Talks on Equity ~ (#QTETL)

Todos has been offering online PD for teachers since 2010. To continue presenting online PD to educators, Todos proudly introduces Quick Talks on Equity (QTE). “Cuties” (QTE) blend our Content Blasts and Brief Chats with Powerful Resources. The talks will cover a range of topics that address both research and practice of equity related issues that arise in K-20 mathematics education. QTE’s interactions will occur synchronously and asynchronously.

- Sessions will be short and focused.
  - 15 minutes
  - Split between a “talk at” like a TED talk and Q&A.

- These webinars will be recorded and rebroadcasted for wider distribution.
  - The initial session will allow for synchronous interactions. The presenter will address questions submitted to the question folder as time permits.
  - The link to the recording of the session will be made available through social media and a twitter chat using #QTETL will provide asynchronous interactivity.

- Sessions will begin ON TIME!
  - Due to the short nature of QTE it is imperative that sessions begin on time.
  - The formal session will end after 15 minutes but participants and facilitators may choose to continue.

Please contact todosonline@todos-math.org with suggestions, questions, etc.

Todos looks forward to your participation.